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The VVD Desk is Vincent Van Duysen’s interpretation of 
the “cubicle” desk system. Minimalistic yet beautifully detailed, the 
VVD Desk has timeless aesthetics. It is Van Duysen’s architecture 
scaled down to a compact piece of furniture. The side panels with 
solid surfacing borders in Corian are upholstered in fabric Divina 
by Kvadrat.
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Award-winning Belgian architect and 
designer, Vincent Van
 Duysen, started his career 
working in Milan with Cinzia Ruggeri 
and Aldo Cibic-Sottsass Associati in 
1985. Van Duysen established his own 
studio in Antwerp in 1990, engaging in 
a wide range of projects in Belgium, 
Europe, the Middle East and the US - 
with no limits to the diversity: interiors, 
buildings, private houses, apartment 
complexes, office concepts, retail, etc. 
Van Duysen is also renowned for the 
design of smaller objects and furniture 
he developed for international design 
houses.

  From the very start, the driving 
force in Van Duysen’s work has been 
the close relationship he nourishes 
between architecture, interior and 
product design. In his projects, the 
subtle transitions between all of these 
disciplines are realised in combination 
with a spatial design that continuously 
aims for the essence. This is an 
architectural language that embraces 
aesthetics while resisting passing 
trends and fashion.

Throughout his career, Vincent 
Van Duysen has received multiple 
accolades, the most recent of which 
are the Flemish Culture Prize for 
Design and the Belgian Designer of the 
Year Award.
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Specifications

Desk is Vincent Van Duysen’s interpretation of the “cubicle” desk system. Minimal yet 
beautifully detailed, the VVD Desk has timeless aesthetics. It is Van Duysen’s architecture 
scaled down to a compact piece of furniture.
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Types

Executive desk right

Executive pedestal
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Dimensions

Executive pedestal

Executive desk right

Executive desk left
Work top height: 750 mm

2490mm

1013mm
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Work top height: 750 mm

2490mm

1013mm
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Front with 1 normal and 1 filing drawer 
Back open with fixed shelf

800mm 951mm
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Materials

Interior upholstery

Black

Cameo white 

Finish, HPL

Lilly white

Coffeebean Light grey

Veneer

Wenge

Corian




